How to Measure Wardrobe Doors
Measuring your new Wardrobe Doors accurately is very important as it
will ensure they are fitted perfectly and without hassle. By simply
following the steps below it will ensure our manufacturing can produce
to your exact requirements.
You simply provide us with the measurements of the wardrobe door opening, and we
will work out the best solution.

Things You Need
•
•
•

A Pen/pencil & paper
A Tape measure
A spirit level is recommended to check the level of the floor

Step 1: Measure the vertical height of the opening
Be sure to measure both the left hand and right hand heights, as walls can end up being out of square
during construction, or if there is floor movement.

Step 2: Measure the width of the opening
Measuring the width is critical and in more than one interval, it may seem a little precautionary though
come down approx. 100mm from the top & up 100mm from the bottom of the opening:
1. If needed have someone help you hold the tape measure and measure the width at say 100mm from
the top.

2. Next, measure up from the bottom by 100mm across the width of the opening. Do not be surprised if
you get 2 different measurements.
3. For greater piece of mind you could also do a measurement in the centre of the opening across the
width if the top & bottom variance appears significant.

Step 3: Check if the floor is level
Use the spirit level to check how level the floor is. If the floor is more than 3mm over a 1500mm span),
your wardrobe doors may slide to the lowest point.
If you do not have a long enough spirit level use a straight piece of timber, then place the spirit level on top
of that. Ideally have someone hold the level steady so you can measure any gap below the timber.
Be sure to factor in the level of the opening from one of the opening to the other.

Step 4: Measuring the Door jambs
By measuring the door jambs width you are making sure that we supply the right track to fit the space top
& bottom in the opening.

Important Information
•
•

If the new doors are to be installed on carpet, you will be required to fit a 90 x 19 floor batten on
top of the carpet between the jambs for the doors to roll on. This will be supplied for free
Door tracks can be fixed directly onto timber floors, door jambs and tiled floors.

